Roller Blinds

KR20T/F – KR41T/F

FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS
Defiant Kestrel
Roller Blind

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

KR20/41 – Kestrel Roller Blinds

Fig 1.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR KR20
1

Unpack blind and remove blind from back bar and brackets
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Check position and height of blind ensuring it will hang correctly and that no
obstructions will prevent the blind collapsing.
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Fit back bar and brackets to substrate in accordance with drawings shown
in Fig 1, ensuring the correct type and quantity of brackets are used using
suitable fixing screws/plugs as per in fig 2. It important that the
bracket is securely fixed to the substrate using TWO fixing screws and
care must be taken to ensure that no ligature points are left once
installation has been completed. If a degree of float is required in the
magnet, the packing disc may be discarded.
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Fig 2.
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Lift blind into position by suppressing the pin end of the blind in the idle
end bracket and clicking in the control end into place.
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Once blind is fitted and bracket positioning has been confirmed by testing,
the push-in screw cover MUST be fitted ensuring that it is flush with the
bracket body. The push-in screw cover is intended to be a tight fit to
prevent unauthorized access to fixings.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR KR41

1

Unpack blind and remove blind from back bar and brackets

2

Check position and height of blind ensuring it will hang correctly and that
no obstructions will prevent the blind collapsing.

3

2

Fit back bar and brackets to substrate in accordance with drawings shown
in Fig 1, ensuring the correct type and quantity of brackets are used using
suitable fixing screws/plugs as per shown in Fig 2. It important that the
bracket is securely fixed to the substrate using TWO fixing screws and
care must be taken to ensure that no ligature points are left once
installation has been completed. If a degree of float is required in the
magnet, the packing disc may be discarded.
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Check that blind fits correctly. The spring mechanism should
always be to the left, with the fabric rolling off the BACK of the
barrel, unless ordered reverse-roll.
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Fix the spring-end bracket using appropriate screws/plugs.
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Locate the blind in the spring-end bracket, and mark position of pinend bracket, allowing approximately 2mm free-play between
brackets and blind.
NB. To operate correctly, blind MUST be fixed level.
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Remove blind and fix pin-end bracket using appropriate
screws/plugs.
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Insert spring end of blind into its bracket. Turn clear plastic wheel
at pin-end of blind to retract pin. Locate blind in pin-end bracket
and turn wheel in opposite direction to extend pin into bracket.
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If the fabric does not wind up completely when the blind is operated
greater spring tension can be applied as follows:
a. Pull the blind down 250mm from its uppermost position.
b. Remove the blind from the brackets and roll the fabric by hand
back onto the roller.
c. Replace the blind in the brackets.
d. If tension is still not enough, repeat steps a to c.
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Once blind is fitted and bracket positioning has been confirmed by testing,
the push-in screw cover MUST be fitted ensuring that it is flush with the
bracket body. The push-in screw cover is intended to be a tight fit to
prevent unauthorized access to fixings.
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ALL BRACKETS
Discs should be horizontal and centre of gravity of load should be directly beneath
centre-line of discs. Test completed installation. The downward force needed to part
the brackets should never be more than 400N (40kg static load) at any point
WARNING
The magnetic element of the Kestrel bracket is POWERFUL. Handle with care. If
allowed to attach to a flat steel surface it may be difficult to remove. DO NOT
PLACE NEAR SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.
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